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The scenery of northwest Iceland provides a suitably grand backdrop to the Sagas

The Icelandic Sagas, epic tales of heroes
and heroines, might have been written
centuries ago but their legacy is alive

and well today. Violence, ghosts, poetry, love
triangles and family feuds are just some of the
themes found in the sagas, coming together to
create iconic literature that both helped docu-
ment Iceland’s history and shaped the country.
Modern Icelanders still know these stories,
place names recall the colorful characters, writ-
ers like Tolkien and George RR Martin were in-
fluenced by them, and landscapes and natural
features are little changed from when those in-
trepid settlers first arrived here in the 9th and
10th centuries.

Northwest Iceland
Iceland’s northwest, particularly the West-

fjords region, includes some of the most beau-
tiful and least visited areas of the country. It’s
the oldest part of Iceland, both geologically and
historically, and is where most of the original
settlers lived and where most of the sagas are
set. It’s a region whose inhabitants still live in
tiny settlements located in picturesque, isolated
valleys just as the pioneering settlers would
have centuries ago. It’s easy to appreciate the

importance of getting along with your neigh-
bors in tiny outposts set in often unkind nature
like this. And equally easy to see how small dis-
putes in such claustrophobic communities
could have been blown out of proportion with
violent ends - just as they did in many of the
sagas. Here we take a journey through the
northwest, from south to north, exploring some
of the most famous sagas, visiting sites con-
nected to their larger-than-life characters, and
enjoying the modern-day delights on offer.

The Saga of Egil: Borgarnes
A key sight for saga enthusiasts, or anyone

interested in better understanding Iceland in
general, is the Settlement Centre in Borgarnes.
The museum is a tale of two, er, tales. One the
story of the earliest settlers of Iceland, a mix of
Norwegians fleeing turbulent times back home
and captured slaves from Britain and Ireland;
the other the story of Egil, one of the most fa-
mous of the saga characters with a whole, long,
eventful story dedicated largely to his long,
eventful life. Best described as a poet-murderer,
he recited his first poem at the age of the three
and murdered his first victim at the age of
seven, another child who taunted him after los-

ing a ball game. Later in life he travelled widely,
offending the Norwegian king and queen in the
course of his voyages and only saving himself

from death by composing another poem, Head
Ransom, that so impressed the monarch that he
spared Egil’s life. 

The Icelandic Sagas are one of the world’s most important literary works and
a brilliant insight into early Iceland
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